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Model Number: BM100

Vectorfog BM100 Motorized Backpack Sprayer - (10x factory minimum order) (2-3 week back order)

All Orders final

Manufacturer: Vectorfog

BM100 MOTORIZED BACKPACK SPRAYER
 
  (10x factory minimum order, or factory will reject order) + 2 - 3 week back order on
all models
Tank Capacity: 16 Liters
Engine: Air-cooled 2-stroke Gasoline engine.
Displacement: 40cc Spray distance 20 Metres (65.6 ft).

Starting system: Standard recoil
Dimensions (inches): 91.5 x 111.3 x 156.5
Weight: 10.6 kg (23.4 lb)
Application range: 2600 m2
All Sales Final
 

What can this Trap do ?

Motorized Backpack Sprayer is made with distinctive high density  polyethylene and
other chemical resistant materials. It is equipped with  an adjustable, flat spray, hollow
cone and Jet stream nozzle to  accommodate virtually every spraying need. It has
unbreakable wand which  prevents damage common to brass and brittle plastic
wands.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

BM100  Motorized Backpack Mist Sprayer is constructed with unique high-density 
polyethylene along with other chemical resistant materials. It is  equipped and
furnished with a flat spray that is adjustable, a hollow  cone and a jet stream nozzle in
order to support virtually every need  requiring spraying. It has a virtually unbreakable
wand which inhibits  damage that is common among brass or brittle plastic wands. It
is  excellent for crop and plant protection as well as applications of pest  control. It is
powered by a 40 cc engine that is designed with an  air-cooled 2-stroke and a
powerful fan producing a spray range of up to  20 meters. Absolutely fitting for misting
liquid formulations as it can  produce droplet sizes even lower than 60 microns. It is
also exemplary  for insect control and can spray or diffuse up to a 90-degree angle.
The  16-liter tank can cover up to 1600 square meters of outdoor area and  2600
square meters of indoor area. This mist blower is light enough to  be carried around
as it features an ergonomic back structure and padded  shoulder straps. It has a
recoil start, anti-vibration mounts, complete  with an electronic transistor ignition
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Features and Specs

    
        
            Target pests: 
            Insects
        
        
            For use in: 
            Commercial &amp; Residential: Indoors &amp; Outdoors
        
        
            Application: 
            Engine: Air-Cooled 2-Stroke Gasoline Engine (40cc) (Standard Recoil)
        
        
            Dimensions: 
            91.5 in. x 111.3 in. x 156.5 in. (41.5 x 50.5 x 71 cm)
        
        
            Coverage Area: 
            Outdoors: 1,600 Square Meters 
            Indoors: 2,600 Square Meters
        
        
            Sprayer Type: 
            Mist
        
        
            Tank Size (gal.): 
            4.23 gallons (16 liters)
        
        
            Material / Construction: 
            High Density Polyethylene
        
        
            Spray Pattern: 
            Mist - 65 ft. (20 meters)
        
        
            Warranty: 
            1 Year Warranty
        
        
            Shipping Weight: 
            23.40 lbs
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            Manufactured By: 
            VectorFog
        
    

 

https://www.domyown.com/bm100-motorized-backpack-mist-sprayer-p-17190.html
$584.98 -->

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Friday 14 September, 2018
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